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ABSTRACT

S Although acoustic detection of cavitation inception has been shown to agree
relatively well with visual detection, acoustic methods have generally not been
used to detect cavitation inception during cavitation testing of model propellers
In addition, it has been suggested that noise measurements on model propellers
be made at high frequencies to more properly represent the full scale noise. In
this thesis, three different methods of acoustic detection were investigated.
Two of these methods, the measurement of high frequency one-third octave band
levels and the analysis of the complete noise spectrum between 10 and 50 kHz,
met with some success, but were not equivalent to the capability of a visual
detection method. The third method used, the demodulated analysis of high
frequency cavitation noise, gave excellent agreement with visually determined
results.
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ABSTRACT

Although acoustic detection of cavitation inception has

been shown to agree relatively well with visual detection,
acoustic methods have generally not been used to detect

cavitation inception during cavitation testing of model
propellers. In addition, it has been suggested that noise

measurements on model propellers be made at high frequencies
to more properly represent the full scale noise. In this

thesis, three different methods of acoustic detection were
investigated. Two of these methods, the measurement of high
frequency one-third octave band levels and the analysis of the

complete noise spectrum between 10 and 50 kHz, met with some
success, but were not equivalent to the capability of a
visual detection method. The third method used, the demodulated
analysir of high frequency cavitation noise, gave excellent
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first observation of cavitation associated with

marine propellers was reported by Reynolds in 1873, a number

of unwanted effects, including loss of propeller efficiency,

erosion of propeller surfaces, excitation of hull vibrations,

and generation of noise, have been identified and studied.

Because of these detrimental effects, it has been, and

continues to be, desirable to predict the cavitation

performance of a propeller design before the expensive full

scale propeller is built. With no exact analytical approach

available for predicting the full scale cavitation performance

of a propeller, the testing of scale models has been used to

aid in cavitation prediction in the propeller design process.

For the model test to properly represent the full scale,

it is necessary for similarity conditions be satisfied. For

propeller cavitation testing, this amounts to using a

geometrically similar propeller operating in a flow which

matches the wake where the full scale propeller operates.

With these conditions met, it is assumed that cavitation

performance for similar values of cavitation index,

P - Pv

0 U,

and advance coefficient,

V a

nD

A
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will be the same for the model and full scale propeller.

But this assumption is not precisely correct, and scale

effects, which arise from the inability to satisfy all

hydrodynamic, thermodynamic and other microscopic similarity

requirements, are encountered. These scale effects are

usually eliminated by means of empirically or theoretically

determined corrections.

In general, the procedure for conducting a model test for

determining cavitation inception performance is to operate

the model propeller in a variable pressure water tunnel,

downstream of a device which produces the desired wake at the

plane of the propeller. A water and propeller speed combination

are chosen to give the desired value of advance coefficient.

Water pressure is changed to change the cavitation index

until cavitation is visualfy observed to either begin'or to

cease, depending upon the criterion used at the particular

test facility. This process is then repeated for several

different values of advance coefficient. The final result is

a curve of inception cavitation index, ai, versus advance

coefficient.

Although visual observation is the usual method fcr

determining the presence or absence of cavitation, it is not

the only available means. It is possible to use the detection

of cavitation-generated noise to determine, or to assist

visually determining, the inception of cavitation. Good

correlation between acoustic and visual inception determination

has been reported ( Lehman, 1964). It has also been repcrted

i I.H , , ,i .. ..
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that "numerous" facilities use an acoustic technique for

this purpose (ITTC, 1978), but the details of these methods

were not available. It is proposed for this investigation

to consider several different schemes for detecting cavitation-

generated noise as a method for inception determination, and

to compare acoustically-determined inception data with visual

observations of inception for a model propeller.

II



I. BACKGROUND

The sound generated by cavitation comes primarily from

the growth and collapse of the cavitation bubbles. The

theoretical energy spectrum for the sound generated by a

single bubble has been shown to contain maxLma at frequencies

which correspond to the reciprocal of the time required for

the growth and collapse of the bubble (Fitzpatrick and

Strasberg, 1959). Experimental investigations into the

spectrum of cavitation noise have found that the shape of the

measured spectrum resembles the theoretical spectrum quite

closely (Ross, 1976; Strasberg, 1977).

Strasberg also notes that the peak of the observed

spectra move toward lower frequencies as the cavitation

becomes more severe. The larger maximum size of the bubbles

in the more develope, cavitation corresponds to the observed

peak at a lower frequency. Ross points out that the energy

radiated per collapse is proportional to the product of the

collapse pressure and the maximum bubble volume. So, when

cavitation becomes more severe, and a larger number of

bubbles,which also have a greater diameter, are produced, the

amount of sound energy radiated becomes greater, the magnitude

of the peak in the spectrum increases, and the frequency of

the peak becomes lower. if the various spectra are non-

dimensionalized in the manner of Fitzpatrick and Strasberg,

the spectra for different degrees of cavitation intensity

all agree well with the non-dimensionalized theoretical

spectrum (Strasberg, 1977).
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Continuing on with the scheme given by Strasberg, if the

propeller diameter is used for the non-dimensionalizing length

scale instead of the maximum bubble radius, a similarity

condition for relating frequencies of interest between a

model and a full scale propeller is obtained. For a given

ratio of maximum bubble radius to propeller diameter (which

can be interpreted as a measure of relative cavitation

intensity), the non-dimensional frequency of the peak in the

cavitation noise spectrum will remain invariant between

different length scales. It should then be possible to

compare cavitation noise measurements made at a given actual

frequency on a full scale propeller with measurements made at

the same non-dimensional frequency on a model propeller, so

long as other similarity requirements are satisfied. For

example, with the submarine propeller cavitation noise

measurements used by Strasberg (1977), assuming that the full

scale measurements were made at a submergence depth of 200

feet, the model measurements were made at an ambient pressure

of 1 atmosphere, the same fluid was used in each case, and

the length scale ratio was 8, the ratio between the frequency

of interest with the model (fM) to the frequency of interest

with the full scale propeller (fp) is:

D 1
P M P

8 " (34 234) = 3.05
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So, for cavitation noise measurements, the frequency of

interest in model scale is about three times the full scale

frequency for equivalent severity of cavitation in the two

cases.

There are several considerations about the model cavitation

noise which this concern with frequency alone does not show:

1) The size of the cavitation bubbles for the model

will be one eighth the actual size of the full scale

bubbles and might, consequently, be too small to see

2) At the same distance from the propeller as in

model measurements (assuming the distances are large

enough to avoid near field effects) the sound pressures,

p, would have the ratio of

PM P M D M

Pp P> DI
34 1 -34 - = 1.3 X !

234 8

or approximately 35 db lower for the model, if the

non-dimensionalization of Strasberg (1977) is used with the

same bandwidth, distance and non-dimensional frequency.

3) The actual ca itation does not, in general,

occur uniformly for all angular positions for all

blades.

Operation of the propeller in a non-uniform wake causes

variations of inflow velocity seen by the propeller which are

periodic, with a frequency that corresponds to once per

revolution. This periodic flow variation causes the inception,
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growth, decrease, and disappearance of cavitation to occur in

a periodic fashion on a given blade. For a given average level

of cavitation intensity, the amplitude of the cavitation noise

will vary over one propeller revolution. This change in

amplitude will have two effects - it will shift the peak

frequency of the noise spectrum over the time span of one

revolution of the propeller, and it will vary the amplitude

of the noise spectrum.

If all blades of the propeller are the same, the

amplitud modulation of the noise occurs at blade passing

rate - once for each blade for each revolution of the shaft.

Since the blades are generally not identical, one blade will

usually begin to cavitate ahead of the others, and the

modulation of the noise will occur, in addition, at the shaft

rate (Strasberg, 1946; Ross, 1976).

It is intended, then, to investigate the use of these

two aspects of cavitation noise, frequency scaling and

amplitude modulation, either independently or together, as a

means of detecting cavitation inception on a model propeller.

It is expected that this approach would have certain advantages

as a part of the process for predicting full scale cavitation

performance:

(1) Visual determination of inception is very dependent

upon a number of conditions outside the test tunnel for

repeatable results. Lighting conditions, as well as the

location and visual acuity of the observer, can have a

A

I-II I I I . . . .II • , . . . . . .
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substantial effect upon the outcome of a test. With an

appropriate criteria for determining cavitation inception

from acoustically obtained data, this sort of variation

could be eliminated.

(2) For many ships, cavitation inception determination

for the full scale propeller is accomplished using

acoustic information. An acoustic method on model scale

would more closely approximate the full scale test.

(3) Based upon bubble size considerations, an acoustic

method might be able to detect the presence of cavitation

bubbles before they are visible.

But there are disadvantages associated with using

acoustic information for this purpose:

(1) The equipment to make the acoustic measurements

is substantially more expensive than that needed for the

visual determination of inception. For a very large

length scale ratio, the frequency of interest at the

model scale might become so high that the normal analysis

equipment for acoustic measurements would not be usable,

or the level of the acoustic signal from cavitation noise

might be too low to be detected.

(2) If it is used alone, an acoustic method would

appear to be less useful to the designer, since the

method would not directly identify the type of cavitation

causing the noise. The steps necessary to improve the

cavitation performance of an unsatisfactory design would

be less clear.

OA
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Equipment Setup

Experiments were conducted in the MIT Variable Pressure

Water Tunnel, which has a 20 in square closed jet test section

with a length of 54 in. All four walls of the test section

have a 16 in by 44.5 in plexiglass viewing window insert.

The propeller is located at the vertical and horizontal

centerlines of the test section, and is driven by an upstream

propeller shaft.

The propeller used for this test was the David Taylor

Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC) model

3927, which had a diameter of 10.8 in and had seven blades.

The tapered hub of the propeller had a maximum diameter of

2.8 in, which required the use of an adapter to provide a

smooth transition between the 2.375 in diameter of the

propeller shaft housing and the hub. Figure 1 shows this

adapter. The propeller was installed on the shaft with no

hub fairwater cap, leaving the mounting capscrew and

lockwasher exposed.

Attached to the shaft housing 20 in upstream of the

plane of the propeller was the holder for the screen which

generated the desired wake at the propeller. The design of

this screen used a scheme proposed by McCarthy (1963) as a

starting point. The details of this process are given in

Appendix A.

The wake prescribed for testing this propeller is

A
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axisymmetric, with a specific radial distribution of

longitudinal velocity. For the first variation of the wake,

the velocity distribution was measured along a diameter cn a

diagonal, but at the radii where the values of longitudinal

velocity were given. The values for the two radii were

averaged and compared to the specified values. An error of

less than 10-12% was considered acceptable.

During the initial testing of the propeller it was

discovered that face cavitation would occur behind the

supports of the wake screen holder. This indicated a velocit-y

increase as the propeller blade entered the region downstream

of the supports, and was attributed to boundary layer viscous

effects as the flow passed the wake screen holder supports.

At the same time it was noted that modulation of the

cavitation noise for other than this face cavitation was not

detectable with the equipment being used. This indicated

that a severe, once per revolution, velocity defect was

desirable. This defect was achieved by using screen material

to make the topmost support much thicker and tapered. No

effort was made to maintain the same circumferential mean wake.

The final wake screen used is shown in the photographs in

figures 2A and 2B. Figure 3 shows the results of the wake

survey made with a 1 in square grid, in a plane 2.5 in

downstream of the blade root leading edge, but with the

propeller removed, after the upper support was altered. The

diagonal line indicates where the initial screen velocity

measurements were made, as well as the data from the final

A

.
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Wake Profile

Looking Upstream

Figure 3
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screen velocity measurements, for comparison with the

prescribed wake were taken. A plot, comparing the actual and

prescribed velocities is shown in figure 4.

Two sensors were used at different times to obtain the

acoustic signal. The first, an accelerometer, was a Br{lel &

Kjaer (B&K) type 4344. The characteristics of this

accelerometer are shown in table 1. The accelerometer was

mounted directly to one of the viewing windows, as close to

the center as possible, using a cvanoacrvlate adhesive.

The other sensor, a minature hydrophone, was a B&K type 3103.

The principal characteristics of this hydrophone are given in

table 2. The hydrophone was mounted in the viewing window

as shown in figure 5, 2.5 in downstream of the leading edges

of the propeller blades. A schematic diagram of the

arrangement of the test section is shown in figure 6.

The methods of processing of the signal from the sensor

are shown in figures 7A and 7B. In configuration 7A, the

Ithaco 4213 filter was used as a hand pass filter for one-

third octave bands, with the level indicated on the B&K type

2607 measuring amplifier as the output. The other

configuration used a Federal Scientific Model UA-15A

Ubiquitous Spectrum Analyzer coupled to a model 1015

Spectrum Averager, which, in turn, drove an X-Y plotter

to provide an output.

With the spectrum analyzer providing the output, two

set-ups were used. The first was to obtain the complete

spectrum of the cavitation noise to 50 <Hz, the upper
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Table I

Accelerometer Characteristics

Type: B&K 4344 Serial Number: 475507

Reference sensitivity at 50 Hz at 23 0 C and including cable

capacitance of 106 pF:

Voltage sensitivity: 0.308 mv/ms- 2 or 3.02 mV,/g

Charge sensitivity: 0.344 pC/ms - or 3.37 pC/g

Capacitance (including cable): 1116 pF

Weight: 22 gm Undamped natural frequency: 121 KHz

Frequency response:

30,

20'

db

13,

Ji

2 20 5 iz

IA
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Table 2

Hvdronhone Characteristics

Type: B&K 8103 Serial Number: 626764

Reference sensi.tivity at 250 Hz at 23 0 C includina 6m

integral cable:

Open circuit sensitivity:

Voltage sensitivity: -211.6 db re III/,.,a

- 91.6 db re lV/JPa or 26.3 _,V -.Der

Pa

-111.6 db re 111 oer --bar

Charge sensitivity: 91.5xl0- --C cer Pa

Capacitance: 3480 pF

Frequency response:

-2 -O 3 D 1 ~
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frequency limit of the spectrum analyzer. In this case, the

4213 filter was used as a 10 kHz high pass filter to prevent

the large amount of noise below 10 kHz, little of which was

considered to be cavitation related, from overdriving the

analysis equipment and preventing a good representation of the

high frequency noise. For this analysis, 128 spectra were

averaged to provide the output.

The second setup was intended to detect the cavitation

by the presence of modulation of the high frequency noise, so

that some form of demodulation was required. Demodulation of

the signal was performed by passing it first through the

Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN) Transient Signal Analyzer,

which squared the signal, 'nd then through a 5 kHz low pass

filter and into the spectrum analyzer. For this setup, the

4213 filter was used either as a 20 kHz high pass filter or a

50-63 kHz band pass filter, so that only the high frequency,

cavitation-related noise was being analyzed. ( t was

necessary to use high frequencies to obtain good results with

this method of demodulation.) The spectrum analyzer was used

on the 0-500 Hz range, and 32 spectra were averaged to obtain

the output.

B. Calibration

It was not intended to attempt to measure the absolute

levels of the cavitation noise, so a calibration of the level

of the signal was not performed. In addition, a calibration

of the frequency display of the spectrum analyzer was not
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performed. Consequently, many of the spectra of the

demodulated signal do not have peaks at the proper

frequencies. But, because the peaks generally showed the

proper spacing, this error in the display was not considered

significant.

C. Test Procedure

The conventional test procedure of maintaining constant

free stream velocity and propeller speed, and varying static

pressure was used for this testing. This technique kept the

frequency of interest for the demodulated analysis constant

for a given test run.

Since it was not possible to determine the air content

of the tunnel water, it was decided to perform the acoustic

and. visual civitation inception determinations concurrently.

Thus variations in air content would affect visual and

acoustic results equally.

Prior to beginning data recording for a series of data

points, the water was drained from the test section and the

propeller was operated in air at about 1000 RPM. At this

time, tare loadings for the thrust and torque load cells were

recorded and the height of the manometer column was recorded

as a no flow condition zero. The test section was refilled

with water, an initial atmospheric pressure reading was

recorded, and testing began.

For each data point, the following sequence was

followed:

-
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(1) A nominal flow speed and propeller RPM were

selected to give the desired value of J, and tunnel conditions

were adjusted to these values. The flow speed chosen was such

that cavitation inception would occur after tunnel static

pressure was reduced from atmospheric pressure, but before

the pressure was so low that air coming out of solution would

begin to cause absorption of the high frequency acoustic

signal or to obscure the propeller from view (250-300 mm Hg).

(2) Tunnel static pressure was set to atmospheric

pressure. Room air and tunnel water temperatures, and

amplifier gain and filter settings were recorded, and the first

set of data taken. This data included tunnel static pressure,

manometer height, propeller RPM, thrust and torque readings,

and the acoustic data, either the one-third octave level or

the spectral analysis. A visual cbservation of the propeller

was made using a strobe light triggered by a once per

revolution signal from the propeller shaft. A variable

triggering delay on the light allowed the observation of all

blades at all points in the propeller rotation. The large

viewing windows enabled viewing the propeller under

conditions of both back and front lighting, from 'zcth up and

downstream using the one strobe light.

(3) Tunnel static pressure was lowered, and another

set of data recorded. This process was continued until

cavitation inception had been observed both visually and

acoustically.

The sequence above was then repeated at the selected
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values of advance coefficient needed to produce 
the curve of

cavitation index at inception versus advance 
coefficient.

At the end of a day's testing, the water was 
drained from the

test section. The propeller was operated in air, tare

loadings, atmospheric pressure and no-flow manometer 
height

were once again recorded. All raw data recorded is contained

in Appendix B.

4-J-
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IV. DATA REDUCTION

Reduction of the data for obtaining propeller parameters

was accomplished using a program written for a TI-59

programmable hand calculator. This program performed the

following functions:

(1) Determined the changes in tare loadings,

atmospheric pressure and no-flow manometer height between

the beginning and end of a series of test runs. A linear

interpolation, based upon run number of a series, was then

used to determine the value of these parameters for each run.

(2) Air and water temperatures were used to determine

the vapor pressure of water at the two temperatures (pvw and

Pva. The vapor pressure of water at the room air temperature

was used to correct the reading of the mercury column which

was used for indication of tunnel static pressure, since this

reading (p) was actually static pressure minus the vapor

pressure of water at room temperature. Tunnel water temperature

was also used to determine its density, p, and kinematic

viscosity, V.

(3) Tabulated values for the conversion from manometer

height to velocity for the range of values encountered in a

given test were entered and stored. They were then used in a

linear interpolation to determine flow speed.

(4) For each value of static pressure where data was

recorded during the test, the following calculations were

made:

A
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(a) Manometer height was entered, corrected

for the no-flow zero and converted to flow speed,

U., in feet per second.

(b) Static pressure reading, p, was entered.

To this value the vapor pressure of water at room

temperature, pva' was added to give the true static

pressure at the tunnel axis:

Pstat p + Pva

(c) Propeller RPM was entered and converted to

revolutions per second, n.

(d) Propeller thrust reading was entered and

corrected for the tare loading. A correction for

the change in thrust from the pressure differential

between tunnel static pressure and atmospheric

pressure acting across the 1.317 in diameter

propeller shaft was then applied to give the actual

thrust, T. The thrust coefficient

K= TTTKT = nD

where D is the propeller diameter, was then calculated.

(e) This value of Kt was used to determine

the advance coefficient, J, from the open water test

results provided for this propeller, This value

was entered and stored for later use.

(f) For the first pressure increment for each

test, the measured torque was then entered, where

,.
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it was corrected for the tare loading to give

measured torque, Q, and a torque coefficient,

was calculated. The open water test results

were entered with this value of KQ to verify that

the J obtained in the previous step was reasonable.

The value of J obtained from the thrust identity

was used for the cavitation inception curve. In

addition, at this step, the 0.7 radius Reynolds

number,

c .7 × (V a+(0.7-rnD)-)
R=a

where Va is the average inflow velocity seen at the

propeller (calculated from J) and c 0.7 was the

blade chord at the 0.7 radius, was calculated.

(g) Finally, the cavitation number,

Pstat - Pvw

Once the data was reduced, and a value of J and a cculd

be assigned to each data run, it was necessary to determine

which run represented the cavitation index at inception, .,i

for each value of J. The criteria used to define inception

are as follows:

(1) Visual observation - Hub vortex cavitation had a

different criterion from all other types. For it, the

ii
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appearance of a trail of bubbles from the vicinity of the hub

was used as the criterion. For other types of cavitation, the

criterion was to have a steady occurrence of that type of

cavitation on more than one blade. Steady occurrence meant

that the cavitation was present on each revolution of the

propeller at one location, but not necessarily throughout

the entire revolution.

(2) One third octave band level - the arbitrary db

level displayed on the measuring amplifier meter was plotted

against decreasing cavitation index as shown in figure 8.

The value of a which corresponded to the curve after the "knee"

being 3 db above the extension of the curve before the knee

was taken as a..

(3) Spectral analysis, complete spectrum - an increase

of 3 db from the level at atmospheric pressure across the

40-50 kHz portion of the spectrum was taken as the criteria.

The three spectra in figures 9, 10 and 11 correspond to a

fixed J, 0.51, and three different values of 7: that for

atmospheric pressure, j. for acoustically determined inception
I

and a. for acoustically determined inception, respectively.1

The differences between these spectra are very slight and

tend to make the determination of inception difficult and

rather arbitrary. For this reason, this method was abandoned

in favor of using the demodulated analysis.

(4) Spectral analysis, demodulated signal - it was

assumed that the presence of a sharp peak ("line") at shaft

rate frequency indicated one blade cavitating, and that a
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line at blade rate (number of blades times shaft rate)

indicated all blades were cavitating (despite the pcssibilitv

of the blade rate line merely being a harmronic of the shaft

rate line). The inception criteria for this analysis was

first taken to be the presence of lines at both shaft rate

and blade rate which were at least 3 db above the general

trend of the noise. A subsequent and less stringent criteria

finally adopted was to require the presence of a line 3 db

above the noise at blade rate frequency, with other lines

present at shaft rate spacing to verify that cavitation was

causing the line. Typical demodulated spectra are shown in

figures 12 and 13.

For each test, the value of a. obtained was plotted
I

against J to produce the cavitation inception curve. The

two different inception criteria for the demodulated signal

analysis were plotted on the same graph, but with

contrasting symbols and clrves.

A
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V. RESULTS A.ND DISCUSSION

Curves of c. versus J for the visual and acoustic1

cavitation inception determinations are presented in

figures 14 through 18. The comparison of acoustic and

visual determinations for the one-third octave acoustic

level measurements (figures 14 and 15) show a reasonably

good agreement between the acoustically determined curve

and the portion of the visually determined curve corresponding

to the back bubble cavitation. However, tip vortex and

leading edge face cavitation do not appear to be detected

acoustically with the setup used.

Comparing the acoustic and visual results for the

demodulated analysis of the acoustic signal figures 16, 17

and 18 shows a much better agreement for all types of

cavitation, except for hub vortex cavitation. The results

of the demodulated analysis of the 50-63 kHz band (figure 17)

agrees almost exactly with the visually determined results

for both of the inception criteria used with the acoustic

analysis. The demodulated analysis of the acoustic signal

above 20 kHz (figure 13) shows cavitation inception occurring

at a higher value of a for tip vortex cavitation than for

the visual results, and at about equivalent values of - for

leading edge cavitation. The less stringent criteria for

acoustically determined inception shows cavitation occurring

at a higher value of . than the more stringent criteria.

The two sets of results presented use different

acoustic sensors. For the one-third octave level measurements,

!I
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Figure 15
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third octave band level.
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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the accelerometer was used; but the demodulated analysis

presented used the hydrophone, since it was felt that the

higher usable frequency for the hydrophone was necessary.

However, a test run at J=0.62 (run number 2 of 4 March) was

performed to compare the acoustic information obtained from

the two sensors. Examples of the demodulated spectra from

the two sensors for a given a are shown in figures 19

(hydrophon and 20 (acceleromete). Except for the equipment

gain adjustments needed to accomodate the different

sensitivities of the sensors, the spectra are almost

identical, indicating that either sensor was usable for an

acoustic detection method.

It was expected that the curves of i versus J would

show good agreement between the acoustic and visuall2

determined cavitation inception, and these results confirm

this. It was also expected that the acoustically determined

inception would anticipate (occur at a higher value of :)

the visually determined inception. This, in general, did not

occur.

The higher value of a at acoustically determined

inception is based upon bubble size considerations. :t was

first assumed that the minimum bubble dimeter whcch could

be detected visually under the conditions of a propeller

cavitation test was 0.001 in. This size was then taken to be

the maximum diameter (2R ) of a bubble in the calculation

shown by Strasberg (1977) for the total lifetime of the cavity,

T =2 R,
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wnere z and P were taken to be representative of the0

conditions in a cavitation test, c = 1.93 lb-sec2/ft,

P 0 400 mm Hg, or 1114 1b/ft . Under these conditions,

T 5.62 x 10- 4 sec, which corresponds to a frequency peak,

f, in the cavitation noise spectrum of 17 kHz. With Po

equal to atmospheric pressure, f = 24.5 kHz. Since the

frequency used for this analysis was much higher than these,

it was felt that the detection of inception would occur at a

higher value of c.

Two possible explanations for the observed result not

being in agreement with the prediction come to mind. The

first is that the existence of scale effects (affecting the

frequency scaling), due particularly to compressibility,

surface tension and viscous effects, were not taken into

account. If this caused the discrepancy, the use of high

frequency acoustic information to anticipate visual inception

determination would not be a workable scheme. However, if the

expected acoustic signal was present, but was not detectab 'Le

with the method or equipment used here, then anticipating the

visual inception determination is possible, so long as the

appropriate changes are made.

If the 0.001 in diameter bubble mentioned above is used

with Strasberg's non-dimensionalization for acoustic power,

the ratio of the power output with the spectral peak at 36 kHz

to that with the just barely visible bubble are given by,

?acoustic a 17 - - = - = ).304
Z =6

- visual v a

. .. . . ..LI I I - i ,, n , n m " ii. . .. ...
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or about 10 db. Thus, without considering the noise present

or the increased absorption of the high frequency signal,

10 db of gain are required to have an equal acoustic signal

with the two conditions. When these other considerations

are included, it becomes obvious that increasing the gain of

the signal or decreasing the level of noise, or both, is

needed. The dramatic change between the inception information

obtainable with a one-third octave analysis and that

obtainable with the demodulated analysis tends to verify this.

By using an acoustic sensor which had some degree of

directivity, either by using an array of hydrophones or by

using some sort of reflector, an increase in the signal

to noise ratio could be expected. Problems encountered

with the instrumentation used could be corrected:

(1) There was no account taken o, the changes in

absorption that occurs as air bubbles grow when the pressure

is reduced in the test section. The use of a calibrated

reference signal in the frequency range of interest would

enable correction of the acoustic signal levels for absorption.

(2) The combination if spectrum analyzer and X-Y

plotter used required about three minutes to produce a paper

copy of the demodulated spectrum, and the concurrent acoustic

and visual cavitation inception determination extended this

time span to the range of four to five minutes. Thus, for

each value of static pressure for a given J, about four

minutes were required, and the time required to produce each

data point on the :. versus J curve was about thirty minutes.

1I

m.
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Because of time constraints on the availability of the test

facilities and equipment, and the time required for each data

point, two factors added to the inaccuracies in the results.

First, each data point represented only one test at that

value of J. Second, the steps in tunnel static pressure used

were on the order of 25 mm Hg. This represents an error of

2.units of cavitation index at a tunnel flow speed of 6 feet

per second or 0.3 units at 16 feet per second.

A more rapid analysis of the demodulated spectrum would

make the method less time-consuming.

(3) During the time required for the spectrum analysis

and averaging, tunnel flow speed and static pressure and

propeller RPM would tend to drift on the order of one to five

percent. The cumulative effects of these changes would also

affect the accuracy of the analysis by causing variations

(although slight) in the frequency of interest and by

affecting the values of c and J for the test run.



VI. CONCLUSIONS

Strasberg (1977) points out that "it is not possible

to estimate the inception cavitation number of the prototype

from model measurements without using empirically or

theoretically determined scale factors." However, the results

here show that it is possible to determine the cavitation

inception performance of a model propeller by acoustic means

at least as accurately as by visual means, as long as an

adequate system for detecting the noise from all types of

cavitation was available. And although the acousticallY

determined inception would require the same scale factors

mentioned by Strasberg to predict full scale inception, the

use of an acoustic inception determination technique for

model tetts does have advantages.

First, where full scale inception measurements are

made acoustically, an acoustic measurement technique for

the model would eliminate any scale effect that would occur

between model and full scale measurements caused by visual

observation on the model and acoustic determination on the

full scale propeller. Although the results indicate that for

tne propeller tested here this scale effect would be small,

the test of a different propeller, with a different length

scale might show a greater difference between acoustic and

visual results.

Second, displaying the spectrum of the demodulated

cavitation noise signal gives a more definitive criteria for

inception than visual methods, as expected.

.1
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Appendix A

Details of the 'Take Screen Design

The method developed by McCarthy (1963) and adapted into

a FORTRAN program by Rose (1969) attempts to determine the

value of the non-dimensional resistance coefficient for a

grid,

K = P(1)

%0

where Ap is the local static pressure drop across the screen

grid and w is the local velocity normal to the grid.

McCarthy points out that an empirical estimate for K for a

given screen laid over a support screen is given by

s

K=0.79 +K
(1-s)2  s (2)

where: s, the solidity ratio for the screen =

MD(2-MD)

M is the number of wires per inch in the mesh

D is the diameter of the wire in inches

Ks is the resistance coefficient for the support

screen

The program written by Rose requires that the test section

area be subdivided into smaller areas, Ai r with a flow

velocity, Vi, associated with each area, which is the average

velocity for the subdivision. The overall velocity average

is then calculated,

h'
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V avg = _ .iC3)
av A.

Then, for each area, the resistance coefficient, Ki, is

calculated as follows:

(1) The integration constant, y0 , from McCarthy's

solution is determined from the area having the maximum

average velocity, Vmax, which is assumed to have t-he resistance

coefficient, Ks , for the support screen only:

Ii~~1 (2 Ks-Xs) z I/ V 4
Yo -+- ) max 1 + + (

s Vavg

where Xs= (l+K s )

N 1.02

(2) For each area, A i, with its associated V., K. is

determined by solving the following equation for K,:
~1 f w-<i1  1/

V . + o i1/3

Vavg I 6(Ki+l) j L(2+K4+-'< i )2j

where Xi = (l+K i )

N = 1.02

(3) Once K is determined for each area, the last step1

is to account for the deflections of the streamlines by the

changes in velocity caused by the wake screen. This is done

by an iterative procedure which adjusts the areas, Ai, until

the volume flow rate at the screen is equal to the vclume flow

r3te at the propeller (this assumes that the screen is within

.. .. . . .. I I I. .
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one tunnel diameter of the propeller, and it uses an empirical

constant, a). The result is a correction to the actual screen

area for each subdivision.

For this experiment, this program was adapted for use

with a TI-59 programmable hand calculator. The test section

was divided into four areas, each with its associated velocity,

as shown in Table A-1. These areas and velocities were based

upon the desired circumferential mean wake information provided

for the velocities over the propeller disk, and an estimate for

the average velocity outside that area. For each area, X and

the area correction, Ai . were determined from the program.

At this point Rose's method and the one used here

become different. When a large number of screens with different

meshes and wire diameters are available, having a screen

available with the proper resistance coefficient enables the

final wake screen to be assembled by piecing together the

correct screens on the support screen. But here, the desired

screens were not all available, so an alternative had to be

developed.

The alternative was based on an interpretation of

information given in Pope and Harper (1965) on turburlence

generation by screens in wind tunnels. This text indicates

that the cumulative effect of several layers of screens was

additive. This seemed to be supported by the empirical

formula for K in ecuation (2), where the effect of the suppcrt

screen and the wake producing screen are added. It was
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Table A-I

Wake Characteristics

Area Range of A. V. A r/R K
Designation r/R I 1 i cor corr req

1 - 1.0 308.39 .97 317.86 -.946 0.4612

2 1.0-0.7 46.72 .817 44.51 .946-.641 0.9462

3 .7-.5 21.99 .636 18.78 .641-.454 1.756

4 .5-.23 18.06 .510 14.01 .454-.23 2.531

II
A
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felt that, even though Pope and Harper note that the effect of

the screens was additive only if they did not touch, assuumina

that the effect was additive would be satisfactory for a first

approximation.

Thus, the desired initial Kivalues were obtained by

using several layers of two different screens. The

characteristics of these screens are listed in Table A-2, and

the actual K. for the screens used is listed in Table A-1.

The was screen was then assembled, with the pieces of screen

wired onto the support screen with pieces of 0.020 in stainless

steel wire. A wake survey conducted with the Laser Doppler

Anemometer was performed along the diagonal line shown in

figure 3 previously.

The determination of velocities in the wake was done

with the propeller removed from the shaft. The longitudinal

flow speeds were determined in the plane 2.5 in downstream of

the propeller blade leading edges. The results of this and all

other wake surveys performed are contained in Appendix B.l.

The results for this initial screen are plotted in figure A-!.

From the plot of non-dimensional velocity versus non-

dimensional radius, r/R, it was possible to determine the

average velocities actually obtained for each of the

subdivided areas used, since the wake was to be axisymmetric.

From the actual values of Vi, equations (4) and (5) were then

used to determine the actual Ki obtained from the screen used

for each area, shown in Table A-3. At this point it was

a
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Table A-2

Screen Characteristics

Solidity K-K

Mesh, M Wire Diameter, D ratio, s s

8x8 0.020 in .2944 .4612

18x18 0.012 in .3853 .7956

Table A-3

Comparison of Installed and Measured K Values

K K AK. K !Area rea inst inst meas zmeas !K ratio

1 0.4612 0.4612 - 0.4612 - -

2 0.9462 0.9224 0.4612 1.1813 0.7201 1.560

3 1.756 1.7179 0.7954 2.4197 1.2384 1.557

4 2.531 2.5134 0.7954 4.106 1.6863 2.120

'A
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assumed that the calculated drag associated with the support

screen was correct, and the remaining screen layers could

be adjusted to develop the desired wake.

Still assuming that the effect of multiple layers of

screen material was additive, the measured increase in K. for1

each increment of screen material was determined ("'K. in Table1

A-3). In each case, the ratio of measured ! K. to installed1

'K. was determined. The results of these calculations were1

interpreted as follows:

(1) In area 2, the same material as that found in 1 was

added, and the increase in K was 1.56 times greater than

that expected from the simple addition of resistance

coefficients.

(2) Comparing measured results for areas 3 and 4, the

increase from adding another layer of the same material
was 1 3 (1.6863 =

was 1.36 28= 1.36) tLmes greater than the expected

result.

(3) The apparent effect of adding the screen of area 3

onto that of area 2 was 1.56 greater than expected.

(4) Thus, an average increase in the resistance

coefficient from adding layers of screen material was

felt to be on the order of 1.5 times the expected result.

In terms of the screen material available, this meant that the

3xgx.020" screen material would be used for all screen layers,

wit.h each added layer having 1.5 times the resistance

coefficient of the single layer. Table A-4 shows the
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calculated K instale d values for the four wake screen areas

compared to the required X values, where

Scalc = s + 1.5K screen

This screen was assembled as noted previously, and another

wake survey was made at the same points as before.

The results of this survey are shown graphically in

figure A-2. The low velocity seen at the outer radii

correspond to the use of a screen giving higher than the

required value of K in area 2. Lacking a screen with a

small enough K to correct this discrepancy, this wake was

considered to be acceptable.

Table A-4

Final Screen Resistance Coefficients

Area K req K added calc

1 0.4612 0.4612

2 0.9462 0.4612 1.148

3 1.756 0.4612 1.836

4 2.531 0.4612 2.523
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APPENDIX 3

Raw Data

The following pages of this section contain the propeller

operating conditions data sheets, the graphs of sound level

versus cavitation index for one-third octave level measurements,

and the X-Y plotter outputs for the demodulated spectra and

'or the analysis of the complete spectrum. Since, in some

cases, the recorded data may not be completely clear as to

what is being presented, some clarifying explanations are

presented here.

Wake survey data - For tables B-1 and 3-2, the velocity

used to obtain (l-w) is the V calculated fromavg

the 6,7,and 8 inch radial positions. For table

B-3, the velocity used is the velocity from the

manometer height, 12.0 fps.

One-third octave band level - The conversion factors for

T to thrust and Q to torque for this series of tests

and for the data of sections 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 are on

the data sheet for run number 1. In these and all

subsequent data sheets the first number in the

"GAIN CHANGE" column refers to the code number for

the amplifier shown in the upper section, the second

number gives the setting to which the selector was

changed. in the "REARKS" column for this section

only are three numbers which refer to the displayed

AJ
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level on the measuring amplifier meter for the

31.5-40 kHz band, the 40-50 kHz band, and the 50-63

kHz band,respectively. For all sections of the

appendix this column also contains the visual

inception determinations as follows: any visual

inception determination will have a * , together

with a TV for tip vortex cavitation, HV for hub

vortex cavitation, LEPF for leading edge pressure

face cavitation, LESF for leading edge suction face

cavitation, BB or BACK for back bubble or back

cavitation. The points plotted on the plots of db

versus i are the arbitrary level from the measuring

amp meter. The top plot is the 31.5-40 kHz level,

the middle is the 40-50 kHz level, and the bcttom

is the 50-63 kHz level.

Demodulated Analysis - The conversion factors for thrust

and torque for these two sections are on the first

data sheet for the 20 kHz high pass signal. On

these and all plots from the X-Y olotter, 10 db is

represented by 20 of the smallest divisions (2 cm

total). For the plots in these two sections, the

first plot made was the one at the bottom of the

page. For each subsequent plot, the zero setting

for the X-Y plotter was placed 2 cm higher (10 db).

Unless noted on the associated data sheet, no gain

adjustments were made. On these and all subsequent
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plots the number typed in 
beside a particular curve

is the value of the cavitation 
inldex associated with

that plot.
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Table B-I

Wake Survey Data -

Initial Wake Screen

R Scale Volts (l-w)

Hor. Vert.

8 135 11.74 91.60 .831,.831,.831

7 135 13.08 89.80 .837,.837,.837

6 135 14.43 88.01 .827,.827,.827 -

5.4 135 15.24 86.93 .690,.693,.692 .827

4.86 135 15.97 85.96 .637,.638,.637 .762

4.32 135 16.69 84.99 .622,.623,.623 .745

3.78 135 17.42 84.02 .546,.546,.547 .653

3.24 135 18.15 83.05 .443,.440,.443 .528

2.70 135 18.87 82.08 .361,.366,.365 .436

2.16 135 19.60 81.11 .280,.284,.293 .338

1.62 135 20.33 80.14 .269,.268,.270 .321

1.24 135 20.84 79.46 .298,.294,.296 .354

1.24 315 24.18 75.00 .328,.331,.330 .394

1.62 315 24.69 74.32 .339,.341,.343 .408

2.16 315 25.42 73.35 .365,.362,.360 .433

2.70 315 26.15 72.38 .408,.407,.407 .437

3.24 315 26.87 71.41 .443,.443,.443 .330

3.78 315 27.60 70.44 .540,.539,.340 .645

4.32 315 28.33 69.47 .623,.622,.622 .744

4.86 315 29.05 68.30 .633,.634,.632 .757

5.4 315 29.78 67.53 .759,.771,.770 .917

6 315 30.59 66.45 .844,.844,.844 -

7 315 31.94 64.66 .839,.841,.838

0 0 22.51 77.28

1 Volt = 20.805 ft/sec

V = .836 V 17.4 ft/sec"avg

A
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Table B-i (Continued)

Comparison With Prescribed Wake

Initial Wake Screen

r/R (1-w) (1-w) Error
avg reqEro

1. .872 .903 -.03

0.9 .759 .846 -.10

0.8 .745 .784 -.05

0.7 .649 .710 -.09

0.6 .529 .636 -.17

0.5 .461 .573 -.19

0.4 .385 .528 -.27

0.3 .365 .488 -.25

0.23 - .374 .431 -.13

.1

I

'Ao

* 2.--.-J
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Table B- 2

Wake Survey Data -

Final Wake Screen

(Unmodified upper support)

R a Scale Volts (1-w)

Hor. Vert.

8 135 11.74 91.60 .836,.837,.837

7 135 13.08 89.80 .833,.835,.338

6 135 14.43 88.01 .836,.836,.837 -

5.40 135 15.24 86.93 .741,.739,.739 .883

4.86 135 15.97 85.96 .617,.617,.618 .737

4.32 135 16.69 84.99 .603,.602,.601 .718

3.78 135 17.42 84.02 .529,.526,.523 .625

3.24 135 18.15 83.05 .477,.476,.477 .567

2.70 135 18.87 82.08 .441,.441,.443 .525

2.16 135 19.60 81.11 .406,.407,.406 .485

1.62 135 20.33. 80.14 .391,.390,.395 ..468

1.24 135 20.84 79.46 .272,.288,.287 .332

1.24 315 24.18 75.00 .378,.379,.379 .459

1.62 315 24.69 74.32 .404,.404,.400 .483

2.16 315 25.42 73.35 .418,.416,.415 .499

2.70 315 26.15 72.38 .480,.478,.479 .574

3.24 315 26.87 71.41 .514,.516,.517 .618

3.78 315 27.60 70.44 .575,.579,.578 .693

4.32 315 28.33 69.47 .621,.623,.623 .745

4.86 315 29.05 68.50 .630,.629,.631 .754

5.40 315 29.78 67.53 .762,.769,.769 .919

0 0 22.51 77.28

V = .836 V = 17.4 ft/sec
cavg

.4
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Table B-2 (Continued)

Comparison With Prescribed Wake

Final Wake Screen

(Unmodified upper support)

r/R (l-w) (l-w) Error

avg req

1.0 .901 .903 -.003

0.9 .746 .846 -.118

0.8 .732 .784 -.066

0.7 .659 .710 -.072

0.6 .593 .636 -.068

0.5 .550 .573 -.040

0.4 .491 .528 -.070

0.3 .475 .488 -.027

0.23 .395 .431 -.083

1
A
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Table B-3

Wake Survey Data -

Final Wake Screen

(Modified upper support)

y z Scale Volts Speed (1-w)

Hor. Vert.

6 1 37.91 75.84 .646 13.44 1.12

0 78.38 .687 14.29 1.19

-1 80.92 .656 13.65 1.14

5 -3 36.00 86.00 .633 13.17 1.10

-2 83.46 .546 11.36 .95

-i 80.92 .513 10.67 .89

0 78.33 .597 12.42 1.04

1 75.84 .578 12.03 1.0

2 73.30 .601 12.50 1.04

3 70.76 .648 13.48 1.12

4 4 34.10 68.22 .655 13.63 1.14

3 70.76 .505 10.51 .88

2 73.30 .470 9.78 .81

1 75.84 .462 9.61 .80

0 78.38 .543 11.30 .94

-1 80.92 .501 10.42 .87

-2 83.46 .478 9.94 .83

-3 86.00 .506 10.53 .88

-4 88.54 .556 11.57 .96

3 -4 32.19 88.54 .516 10.74 .89

-3 86.00 .507 10.55 .88

-2 83.46 .438 9.11 .76

-1 80.92 .407 8.47 .71

0 78.38 .483 10.05 .84

1 75.34 .411 8.55 .71

2 73.30 .410 S.53 .71

3 70.76 .460 9.57 .80

4 68.22 .549 11.42 .95
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Table B-3 (Continued)

y z Scale Volts Speed (l-w)

Hor. Vert.

2 5 30.29 65.68 .656 13.65 1.14

4 68.22 .476 9.90 .83

3 70.76 .455 9.47 .79

2 73.30 .363 7.55 .63

1 75.84 .287 5.97 .50

0 78.38 .355 7.39 .62

-1 80.92 .334 6.95 .58

-2 83.46 .369 7.68 .64

-3 86.00 .469 9.76 .81

-4 88.54 .434 9.03 .75

-5 91.08 .430 8.95 .75

1 -6 28.38 93.62 .459 9.55 .80

-5 91.08 .340 7.07 .59

-4 88.54 .370 7.70 .64

-3 86.00 .370 7.70 .64

-2 83.46 .269 5.60 .47

-1 80.92 .259 5.39 .45

1 75.84 .266 5.53 .46

2 73.30 .357 7.43 .62

3 70.76 .450 9.36 .78

4 68.22 .480 9.99 .83

5 65.68 .645 13.42 1.12

6 63.14 .657 13.67 1.14

0 6 26.48 63.14 .690 14.36 1.20

5 65.68 .673 14.00 1.17

4 68.22 .556 11.57 .96

3 70.76 .480 9.99 .83

2 73.30 .394 8.20 .68

-2 83.46 .257 5.35 .45

-3 86.00 .289 6.01 .50

-4 88.54 .297 6.18 .51

-5 91.08 .290 6.03 .50

-6 93.62 .400 3.32 .69
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Table B-3 (Continued)

y z Scale Volts Speed (l-w)

Hor. Vert.

-1 -6 24.58 93.62 .491 10.22 .85

-5 91.08 .360 7.49 .62

-4 88.54 .354 7.36 .61

-3 86.00 .355 7.39 .62

-2 83.46 .329 6.84 .57

-1 80.92 .273 5.68 .47

1 75.84 .308 6.41 .53

2 73.30 .359 7.47 .62

3 70.76 .401 8.34 .70

4 68.22 .484 10.07 .84

5 65.68 .638 13.27 1.11

6 63.14 .659 13.71 1.14

-2 5 22.67 65.68 .646 13.44 1.12

4 68.22 .486 10.11 .84

3 70.76 .444 9.24 .77

2 73.30 .317 6.60 .55

1 75.84 .329 6.84 .57

0 78.38 .346 7.20 .60

-1 80.92 .377 7.84 .65

-2 83.46 .366 7.61 .63

-3 86.00 .438 9.11 .76

-4 88.54 .438 9.11 .76

-5 91.08 .483 10.05 .84

-3 -4 20.77 98.54 .500 10.40 .87

-3 86.00 .476 9.90 .83

-2 83.46 .430 8.95 .75

-1 80.92 .405 8.43 .70

0 78.38 .504 10.49 .37

1 75.84 .447 9.30 .77

2 73.30 .455 9.47 .79

3 70.76 .457 9.51 .79

4 68.22 .517 10.76 .90
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Table B-3 (Continued)

y z Scale Volts Speed (1-w)

Hor. Vert.

-4 4 18.86 68.22 .629 13.09 1.09

3 70.76 .495 10.30 .86

2 73.30 .459 9.55 .80

1 75.84 .492 10.24 .85

a 78.38 .481 10.01 .83

-1 80.92 .438 9.11 .76

-2 83.46 .501 10.42 .87

-3 86.00 .507 10.55 .88

-4 88.54 .602 12.52 1.04

-5 -3 16.96 86.00 .648 13.48 1.12

-2 83.46 .572 11.90 .99

-1 80.92 .523 10.88 .91

0 78.38 .552 11.48 .96

1 75.84 .632 13.15 1.10

2 73.30 .618 12.86 1.07

3 70.76 .648 13.48 1.12

-6 1 15.05 75.84 .648 13.48 1.12

0 78.38 .686 14.27 1.19

-1 30.92 .631 13.54 1.13

-6.5 -6.5 14.10 94.89 .651 13.54 1.13

-6 -6 15.05 93.62 .653 13.59 1.13

-5.5 -5.5 16.01 92.35 .666 13.86 1.15

-D -5 16.96 91.08 .6 13.67 1.14

Unominal = 12 fps 1 Volt 20.305 fps

Coordinates are in inches. (1-w) is based on 12 fps

. ... . _ . . . . . .. . . . . ., . . .
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE________

Sno m - 1, RPM q- i nom- L Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amp -I+4 db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass _ _ db

Measuring Input attezt 04\J V Meas amp -x ( of
Equipment; Output gail Y. - dr- Spect anal. __ spectra__

Temperature: (Start) water -7% air - Reynolds number:

(End) ___ Sc

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN 3T  REM RK
CHANGE

[-

5. o 5 J j I .. . I(. I I n . . II_ I . . . . . .

319- -3c gj -3 4 t~ _ __ _~~

5-1 -)S_ ____Y ___ __ _ 11. 'M
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DATA SHEET RUN NO _____

DATE______

Uno 0 RPM tQo J nom ____ Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amdj 4-X db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass __ db

Measuring Input atte xo + Meas amp (a of
Equipment: Output gair _ I 4 Spect anal. snectra

Temperature: (Start) water ____ air IS- Reynolds number:

(End) IS_ -7-, __ _ 0_ "

N STAT RPM T Q GAN K T J REMARKS
CHANGE

tro Lk% 550 I5 SI1.( - ,

S7o 44ko is.~ z- - _ _ ~~(( V

1c (I' <74-1 -7 -4 -( 7-_ _
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DATA SHEET RUN NO ____

DATE____

U nom-RPM CC n Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco am_ +'30 db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass __db

Measuring Input atter. O {3 Um Meas amp _ , of

Equipment: Output gai4 )VI d. Spect anal. snectra ,

Temperature: (Start) water 73 air -7 Reynolds number:

(End) C ____ _ .___ __

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J REMARKS
CHANGE

___C '74 (q9i J -+- Ct_

')' ( - Z : 7 z -2 - ____ q_ 3

'27 5 1,,t -7 52k 2k.. -3 - ftg_ ___

5-1 5S9 j j'Aj -7_ 5c_ 9463; 9 (.

5Y I1SC ( 4c i.j 7 3 Z I

.Y1 3cc <;~__ _ ~7,
____________________ ______________ _____________ __________________________________________________/

_____________________ ____________________________ ______________________ __________________ ________________________ ___________________ ________________________ _______________________________________________
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DATA SHEET RUN NO __

DATE . r
U ___. _ RPM I[O Jnom __7_ Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amQ 4 C db;Filter: Hi pass Trans A-nai

Lo pass _ __b

Measuring Input atter, __ dt--Meas amp X # o
Equipment: Output g aiD d-h-Sect anal. snectra

Temperature: (Start) water 7T air 7 - Reynolds number:

SEnd) _7 7 _ ___/____

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT J REMA -R: S
,, CHANGE _

|~q E W 14 ..2. - - I

1u C57 19 -7 t, r_ _ _ _3 &

g1  ST r\7 )44 7(. 1_ 1-7 r-Ki I, l

__ _ _ _ ;C7 I~

9 1:n 3 tl (C S7 __ - _____

iL~ ~9~ a -~i~c ___4,35 ~ 7 T

cl c Cc. ~7K __ ~ C~i

~z C7C4 ~ ___



DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE

U I RPM _______ 3 _ _ _ Shaft ratenom " ncm

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco am qT db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass _ __ db

Measuring Input atte@_3 V --;,b Meas am-z - of
Equipment: Output gain 0 A Spect anal. szectra_

Temperature: (Start) water __ air 7 ' Reynolds number:

(End) _ __ _ _ _ _

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K T -AX

CHANGE T - I

-7A- ((SV P{- 9(3 fn C4 C... (: 7, 3E - ) 2 c .

C, 2 A (53Z 14. ___ ____ 7.-

. .. . I- . . . '7 . . . . . . H . . I I i l ..II1.. .4' . . .- --- • j . . . . . . . .

sIl iJ±.S- __ _ _ _ _ _ C 7

31 . 2)h 6 1C4- 4._ 7 i4iq S-1

(. 5;14 )-3, 1~ 1Z 1"i - __ _5.' -ir
C__ __?_ ___ t -l

~~i ~ i ~ .j~. ~Z2 1 4-_ _______
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DATA SHEET RUN NO ____

DATE_

nom______ RPM I " j .z Shaft ratenom 'nom-

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amxn luT G db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass __db

Measuring Input attexf] 5  db Meas amp (4 zf
Equipment: Output gains db Spect anal. - spectra-,

Temperature: (Start) water 7q air 7_ Reynolds number:

(End) C_ _ _ _

MAN STAT RPM T Q CGAINE KT ___ ____________S
CHANGE

An .t,3& t,

aL ' 4L i-.. 1~i

I ' 7rT.-
Lj~ t.J . ~ __ >~

__ _ _Zg __4 s j

C1 Is I3 ( I1'Q I4' n 3,I .. . .. .

al____ 4- -- 7
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DATA SHEET RUN NO ___/_

DATE

U nn RPM I5- J e. O Shaft ratenom nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco aml - db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass _2_ db

Measuring Input atteK .3V 6 Meas amp ( of

Equipment: Output gai4 1! - Spect anal. - spectra

Temperature: (Start) water 7 air71 Reynolds number:

(End) "I ___ S_ _____

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X J ?EMARKS
CHANGE

JA__ S3' L- M.~ _,3_ §.SF lr

Sg-! ..L2 - -- I(._ I __c

ff9 S1L E, ISO ! 4)& nS, _ __14 C. 0 .,c

3t 5 439 4?4Q S. r_(_ 11n

ja Aio6 SO 4qq 17L __

1 203 i3 -s- -q4 ,_ t%_ 4. Hg

ci L3 ___ 4 ,s n7 ) ______q 5, q 4S 4 .41 1 C 7.]T

I~~~~~ •z'3 3QL

... . . ... . . . I __ ___ ___ Illl__l "lit I II . ... . .. Ih-. . . .. . ..
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DATA SHEET RUN NO __/_

DATE_____

U _ _ RPM (tCC J _,___ Shaft rate
nom- nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amv 0 db;Filter: Hi pass _ Trans Anal

Lo pass _. _ db

Measuring Input atteiO30, '-Meas amp _ (- of
Equipment. Output gair kA -4b Spect anal. spectra__

Temperature: (Start) water 7 air 7N Reynolds number:

(End) ____ __ x _c_
-

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J ARK
CHANGE

,. 7 9 In 74j "C , - ? 4,o, 0 S,71

qil. ( IT7 77o .__ (t-9 ,(

C3 I Z,(1_7_Q L_ 14,-7 IC, S;

qi 1~ 00iZ 7T2 L4 - - !4_ __7 lc4 . S,

9(5 A ~ 41 - -4

~ ~ ~Q 7 ~ L- - ___ 4~7ICA
* - -_ _ _ _ v ic i

-1lL3h __ -__ iz /:4

61~ij J=LOj 2SzlO jJa 49--_____
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DATA SHEET RUN NO __/_

DATE_______

RPM K- (C J nom____ Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaca amvI,±O db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass __ db

Measuring Input attev@ d.3V -4b Meas amp _ ( of
Equipment: Output gairX Xk dU Spect anal. spectra

Temperature: (Start) water air q Reynolds number:

(End) ThC

MAN STAT RPM T .. Q GAIN .XT  J
. _____CHANGE _ _

q(1 ITO 1 (o I( n ;57 -C4' .A Z7 .
Ll (,q 1l~ 1W(? 1___lic

gi, Csq I116 t( 5 - -( i (, S

('I S'41 ,;o 110 5t (C, 24 !4, ( 4

£Lo- M~~i c ~ _ ~

"At,9co 4 -r 1-11 C t CIL +,ST94,d..

NO ___ _ _ T"
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE____

Unom LZ RPM {1(O Jnom 4%__ Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amra db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass __ db

Measuring Input atter),!5V db-Meas amp Y ( of
Equipment: output gain- 4h spect anal. spectra__

Temperature: (Start) water air _i _ Reynolds number:

(End) I.CY(C "

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J z REMARKS
CHANGE

It;,__ -70 tv I ± I -07

6 7,1 11(0 11C4 3_9._ S 3.,. 7 .,1

12 a, I o3 - _,32, 7.4 .

g ' 54' ( nio c16 3 . _c__ C1 (G , 7¢.,

1 4 r7(o 0o 55) --110 C, -,. 1 C

.21
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DATA SHEET RUN NO 3

DATE______

U _ RPM IpCO j 57i9 Shaft ratenom nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amd) t'; db;Filter: Hi pass _ Trans Anal

Lo pass _.__- db

Measuring Input atter c- J 4b Meas amp x (4 of

Equipment: Output gaix 9 1 d49 Spect anal. szectra

Temperature: (Start) water c3 air 7_ Reynolds number:

(End) __ -. 23 cO

MM STAT RPM T Q GAIN x J REMARKS
CHANGE

[qMo 171 '59- __ -3 c7- 4-5
e4-ccn M6Z 3,71- 3. 2&_____ 4 3 s,o

4ia~ 1&7t- Acc c c -s7 4e, IC~ 12. z

J Z4-1L t1?Cn 111% 3So_____

4 441- 1eqcc I (s - zg- -7- *2
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE VZ6

U _____ RPM IO J . Shaft rate
nom- nom'
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco am~) - db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass _. _ db

Measuring Input attero _.3k -it Meas amp (4 of
Equipment: Output gair® Y d4 Spect anal. __ spectra__

Temperature: (Start) water ___ air '7r Reynolds number:

(End) x_-. 16xiG

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT  J RE MA RK S
CHANGE

('9 J.,Y. LnLP vz4 - -7( ,, k

14t2 6r t (c :j4 I.,___4
(464 t4)~ (r) 3 ~v

/4C. ¢2 .%co rc4- t 4-4o _."3 94 ?c
(A-C Ico .Cc4 __ (c-C ,

1L4Cs 4' 9 Ss c_ 0__ ___c n a- 7 -f
Ac 40U ISce qc-7 - ____.! I_ c

A14Q- 44. ICo q -r., SP Iq

A2L. 4Xc (S ~ -" -5-_ __ cc T. q~ S'
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE P-I,

U _0C RPM %4-6 J (fT Shaft rate
nom nom
(Taps: 6/3 zlue) Blade rate

Ithaco aml ± db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass ___ db

Measuring Input attea p (M a of

Equipment: Output gair0 &\4-Spect anal. spectra )

Temperature: (Start) water air 71S Reynolds number:

(End) '7 o _ .___- _I_ _ _

STAT RPM T Q GAIN X J RMARRS

CHANGE

t1 o r3394 __ _ ___,_ _ ___,._..__.-. C % c 5.1

Iz..o <cr .:-o 4 __,_Io 4-/< 1v.4- 7 . l <

IAC(' 2--- "9 i345 U % - ___ ,_.. t._. .--)

.Lii ir ..... 1~4 ~ ~ -- ___I II . . . . .. . i

t ~ ~?3 4- - *

IJS 14
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE _____

U nom.__ RPM ((S- Jnom , I Shaft rate
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco am - db;Filter: Hi pass _-- Trans Anal

Lo pass -d

Measuring Input attez .0 ! d- Meas amp __ ( of
Equipment: Output gaii0 V -d -Spect anal. __ spectra

Temperature: (Start) water air -7( Reynolds number:

(End) "7,7 cO

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN S J P.MARXS
CHANGE T

.IA~ (
0

W b SA b 4q,_______

.-79 __7 _4_t_ _

t4o1 I -: . 4 S~o ______All

.~4Aq 3-4A____ __

_ _ -Co ___ .. __ __ _ ____ _. _

_______________ ___________ _____________ ____________________15___

_____________ .0_________ _________ __________
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE_ _

Unom - RPM _ _ J_ o 4 Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amf, '10 db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass - db

Measuring Input atterQ . &-Meas amp X ( of
Equipment: Output gair0 k 41-Spect anal. - spectra ',

Temperature: (Start) water __1 air j Reynolds n-amber:

(End) S-7. '3 c7

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN KT  J REMARKS
CHANGE

-2 51 -t- ' - Ar - -

Y74 -70 X D~ (50 67 : 0,5 04 9,47 5. .

$7l3 (S-3 JOo __ __ o". 7, -

c-_ ( S _7_ T , 1 t.& q,-5 -

,17 57 -o S%-% ___ __ 1oc I

"74 57 L 5"5 _. _ _C c
'5 A 31 (.i. c' __
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DATA.SHEET RUN NO___

DATE J/i

-U ____ RPM !1oC j J _,__ Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco am Y G db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass __ db

Measuring Input atter@o3 &b &Meas amp of
Equipment: Output gain5_ 4]-Spect anal. - spectra

Temperature: (Start) water 7 air Reynolds number:

(End) 2.1XC
MANSTAT RPM T Q GAIN KS

-TAT -PM Q CHANGE

Cl. ("1.(, ruo j[0!, ___ ___ m~ i¢

(1- v
q (4- (,36 fIb IC ___

C(4- S- ik (CX 3S~-___Ic

L7z2 t66 Iij,3l ___

q (4- 42 (US-__ b. -

64- -o(0 ( Ito ____ 1____3&____

-7 XLA .4 7A FAa
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DATA SHEET RUN NO ___

DATE______

U _ RPM 1C 1 J Shaft rate 11.13
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ____._-

Ithaco am_) -&" db;Filter: Hi pass ;X(Ca Trans Anal

Lo pass 10x(Cc - db

Measuring Input attex.@ 1 db Meas amp __ (o of

Equipment: Output gain +10 db Spect anal. ' spectral)

Temperature: (Start) water air -L Reynolds number:

(En d) -7 __ _ __

-L -, -c - -7;-
MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN Z - EMARK

- - C NG E - SG

c kC43~ L4' -S-,T 37 C;

Q 'A S- '7 t C4-n 5a 4 -,r _

_g-SS, <1< t.% # .4[.3;,
. 4 I Ca 4C.q C , 14-. _ A -

_ a _

-4 AX\ 7__) _ __

_ l 44 t CA - _ 4,_ 9 . -

_Cl 1 (44 -- S . -

F-7• i I ill"" _:_ _ _ _ _ _ i . ... _,, l Vll ll



-106-

DATA sH-E:: ' RUN NO

DATE_____

RnomPM _ 4_ Sn t rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate /_____

Ithaco am) + - db;Filter: Hi pass _X____ Trans Anal

Lo pass -ICAI0 ' - db

Measuring input atteio O db Meas amp (# of
Equipment: Output gaizO 4-o db Spect anal. X spectray

Temperature: (Start) water air Reynolds -umber:
(End) .74@_ __._______ -

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN REMAR.KS

CHANGE

1 - 12

_ _ _ - _ __4_

_t 
_



-107-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE 3( -

RPM ±a(q m O 4 Shaft rate _ .___ -

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amr,+- db;Filter: Hi pass ;x(O4  Trans Anal

Lo pass IOXIC' 0 - - db

Measuring Input attex0 b db Meas amp __ ( of
Equipment: Output gaix0 -(Q db Spect anal. Y s=ectra :)

Temperature: (Start) water air Reynolds number:

IMAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN xEMARKS
CHANGE 

T

() -- ,iz - m~z z
IrI- - __T_--' _ - ____To I% , ,__,,_ .___ __,', l

_1 __

.a,
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE____

U c RPM tZ C n 4 Shaft rate f'7, C

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate 1-34_17

Ithaco art) -i - db;Filter: qi pass (6___ Trans Anal

Lo pass _ _ -i db

Measuring Input attero - o db Meas amn __ C- of
Equipment: Output gaixl -t db Spect anal. A spectra _

Temperature: (Start) water _ air 13 Reynolds number:

(End) -73 _____16_

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN xT  J REMARXS

CHANGE

3V( 79 US) ti. t - .42, ) L.4 -q
310 G4 5 . ",K - .U .

' --0 __ UV) 0 _ sI
...Zfl~~~~S' to .1. ' I_ _ __ __t
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE 3. c

Uno __ RPM _ n ' Shaft rate_- -

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate (C~ .7C

Ithaco amV-_-V db;Filter: Hi pass .XU0 Trans Anal

Lo pass " -( db

Measuring Input atte _-*o db Meas a'n, __ ( of

Equipment: Output gaix0 "[o db Spect anal. X spectra 35

Temperature: (Start) water q air 7' Reynolds number:

(End) S57 3 ________

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN KT J z REMARKS
- -CHANGE

. h, .4-3 33S. 1 -4

A

- 0 - - in3..
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DATA SHEET RUN NO 10
DATE -

U n .o RPM ri so em (.c Shaft rate _._

(Taps: 6/5 blue) 3lade rate _ _

Ithaco am, - db;Filter: Hi pass 9XC_ Trans Anal

Lo pass d____ -9 db

Measuring Input attei_-G db Meas amp __ ( of
Equipment: Output gai:O 4' db Spect anal. X spectra5-4

Temperature: (Start) water __air 7S Reynolds number:

(End) _____T _____

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X,, J REMARS1
- -CHANGE

1 5'9 % (c' I. ,. 1_ 10.7 -3
S'o Ac Lo ~ .t SO i --

-6 'C' LM1 %3(. 141 - - _

.... . .. ___ - -" .. - - - __ _ _ I ./-.

-. . .. ' II II- I I I II ..- -. .. I i lilil , _ _, -- . . . .. 11 ]

_ _5 _59; _CS _ _ 14
_ _. _ _l I t _ AL
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE 3 '

U no.. 9 RPM - Jnom C z- 41 Shaft rate _ _.

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate _,__

Ithaco amr T -Z db;Filter: Hi pass _____ Trans Anal

Lo pass _____ ._-__ db

Measuring Input atterQ 'DO db Meas amp __ (4 of
Equipment: Output gair @ tC db Spect anal. X spectra3]-)

Temperature: (Start) water '__. air 75 Reynolds number:

(End) _ _ _ _ _ _

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X J REMARKS
CHANGE

I:

. . . . . " - -- -.. . . I II I I . .



-112-

DATA SHEET RUN NO I

DATE _ ____

U _ RPM (__-_ J Shaft rate 55-
nom nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate __._-_

Ithaco amrtI 4-SD db;Filter: Hi pass '.X(0 ' Trans Anal

Lo pass _0X(_ _-__ db

Measuring Input attezO 3 O db Meas amp (4 of
Equipment: Output gaiz® r -( db Spect anal. X spectra3_)

Temperature: (Start) water 93-3 air 2 Reynolds number:

(End) 3..._ c. ci

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN xT  J REMARKS
CHANGE T'i-41" 20.5 T% S"

'~i( 7(S (4A .L~ - ~ *' 2 ±I

________________________________________________________________L-___, ,

_____________________________________________________________________________



-I13-

DATA SHEET RUN NO ]

DATE B

U no RPM t1-7 J o '- Shaft rate I'?.__
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate It-, Cc

Ithaco amp +-b db;Filter: Hi pass 2 . Trans Anal

Lo pass [0( - -db

Measuring Input atte3 -50 db Meas amp __ (4 of
II Equpment: Output gairj5 :-(, db Spect anal. %-- snectra-a--)

Temperature: (Start) water . air Reynolds number:

(End) 83._._ 7 -S Aq )(I 0 -

%N STAT RPM T Q GAIN K_ :I RE RKS

CHANGE T

SM_- A U 34

I J 1 ___ -4 (A -7 - -q_ _ ______

I _____ __________ _n_______I~~ t__ -n_____ __



-114-

DATA SHEET RUN NO 1,

DATE 3/J

Un / RPM I(C Jnom ' Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate __.__

Ithaco am) 4-S) db;Filter: Hi pass .X(f, 4  Trans Anal

Lo pass (_0_0 -a';- db

Measuring Input attero__ db Meas amp __ ( of
Equipment: Output gair 4- . db Spect anal. X spectra_>-)

Temperature: (Start) water 3-air '__: Reynolds number:

(End) -"oVtC

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT  RMARS
f___ CHANGE T

A.t -I I _. -

S-. r, T-



-115-

DATA SHEET RUN NO (

DATE 3/1,-

U n o m _ R P M -1 C O J 5 E - S h a f t r a t e 1 7- - -nom, nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate __,

Ithaco amdl_. 4- -) db;Filter: Hi pass A(04 Trans Anal

Lo pass _____ db

Measuring Input atte( 0)O db Meas amp r ( of
Equipment: Output gainr +1Q db Spect anal. X spectra3 D_)

Temperature: (Start) water '6A air TS Reynolds number:

(End) x3 __ __ __

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J REMARS
- - - - - CHANGE

*~ ~ ~ ~ r ( T?9 Lo 4-u t- __ __

Uc~14- ____

j' 3o @ 5_ ' -t -4.3 -

-, , .L., - _

. 1c4s- S3

__ __ _ ,___

.. .... 
' ,.. .. .. . .. .

_,.._,,,_. 
.... .



-116-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE__ _

Unom & RPM j Jnom-e.-2- Shaft rate
(Taps: 6/3 blue) 

Blade rate __-

Ithaco ampa, - 50 db;Filter: Hi pass ;[X( Trans Anal

Lo pass __(_ t9 - db

Measuring Input attez __o db Meas amp (' of
Equipment: Output gaiz1 ztLL db Spect anal. X spectra _)

Temperature: (Start) water 94 air -72 Reynolds number:

(End) ________05_1_

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN xT j REMARKS
CHANGE

1l~ 10-- 1-2 .13c

II

-3

-I 5______ - 4 - -n -4.o __ -_________

, ,



-117-

DATA SHEET RUN NO __

DATE ____

Unom _ _ RPM (3c Jn _ _ Shaft rate 6 9f.-2

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ____

Ithaco amp_, &- db;Filter: Hi pass 32(04 Trans Anal

Lo pass (6_. - 3 -e db

Measuring Input atter. - V db Meas amp _ (4 of
Equipment: Output gair3 -10 db Spect anal. spectra__

Temperature: (Start) water 34 .A air - Reynolds number:

(End) ___' ___ ,1 7 ,

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN xT  J REMARKS
- - - - ~CHANGE *

.... ~ 1 5 3 co q'5% tT I,.t77( a--

.. ±L.r5 S,-7% t 1, ___ 3 _

qA q24 (303 L% *'.) 44.._ __-_

,A

4%)~ ~ SI IS

& S . . . . . .. .. . . . . ' . .. . . ... ., • " . . . . " ' . - r , ,. , , -.



-118-

DATA SHEET RUN NO __

DATE 3 1!-

nom- I RPM .[LZ J nom - Shaft rate 5 T-1

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate t.3

Ithaco amI) 4- db;Filter: Hi pass 9)([0 4 Trans Anal

Lo pass I0C !CC . - C db

Measuring Input atteA -) db Meas amp (i of

Equipment: Output gair14 -tO db Spect anal. A spectrab')_

Temperature: (Start) water air 73 Reynolds number:

(End) ___ ) _ .___c_ "

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X J REMARXS
CHANGE

'(q 4C9 ..Lcc ,l . 7.a-) -i

S -5 L31 '1 (6_ In * 4

o9 3-4- tq- i3q 7 t_ I_; - __

I -l ?_ e_ - I , (4l V3L t__ _

- __ - -- a- __ _ _



-119-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE 47;-
U RPM LCC J C G5 Shaft rate _;c

(Taps: 6/53 blue) Blade raze ___

Ithaco amL 44-C db;Filter: Hi pass 9X(C& Trans Anal

Lc oass 1CIx'o( db

Measuring Input atte _._'-- C db Meas am -- of
Equipment: Output gaizO -HQ db Spect anal. X srectrZ )-

Temperature: (Start) water 'air 7 Reynolds number:

(End) 1_ __ ;_ SX IC. -

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X - R MARKS
CHANGE

*j ~ ~ T 19- S 44 L; __.3 4 i4 ______4- 4(C i

IL~A~I

S 'S i 1i9 _ __

-a,, st Q,, 1<_ _ 24.

... .. .. ...__ __7

.. ...... .... . .. in .. .-_ - 2. . . . . . ... . . ..



-120-

DATA SHEET RUN NO___

j ip (( o -DATE
nom____ RP ______ C t Snaft rate f.____

(Taps: 6/5 olue) Blade rate____

Ithaco amn 4 db;Fi'Lter: Hi4 pass ;iXIC& Trans Anal

.0 =ass __3__ 167 db

Measuring Inp:ut atteo AI db Mea c f
Equpmet: O'.tput gaiil) 4-fC) db Spect anal. secr

Temperature: (Start) water a~r T Reyr.ol, -s number:

(End) -7 ~ ______

M4AN STAT RPM T Q GAIN J lA.RS

cuts 6 7i 1 .9_ _ -

1 3 A4 NT 4Ao -- o __Ad" -

la v S 4 S,(cc &:______ __ -4

2)o (-z 4 'X, I~ cc' ,\



-121-

DATA SHEET RUN NO ;L

DATE 31'1
nU ! RPM i rn, i.c. ' Shaft rate C, .

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ____

Ithaco amE1 -- db;Filter: Hi pass ;XfC4  Trans Anal

Lo pass _C __ _-_ db

Measuring Input atten - db Meas amp __-

Equipment: Output gai.n +fIC db Spect anal. s~ectra3 , '

Temperature: (Start) water air -72,1 Reynolds number:

(Znd) +______-_

MAN STAT RPM T G GAIN XT REMARY\S1
CHANGE

Th4- \( -3 c SA4,__ ~ *-

5q Y4- k(t_ __ _

Ai S. IQ~ (C S-4 3.S1 -3

... (.. .( .. .31 S - -4o.. .. 1 lZ -4
~L ~ (- co -17 _______



-122-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE_______

Uo _____ RPM ( C7 Jncm -- U2 Shaft rate _____

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ______

Ithaco amp A-- db;Filter: Hi pass LX(0' 4 Trans Anal

Lo pass 0 - db

Measuring Input atte0 -c db Meas amp __ ( of
Equipment: Output gaiz0 -(C db Spect anal. A spectra 3 ,-_-

Temperature: (Start) water o~air 72,7 Reynolds number:

(End) -7 -7.1 107

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT  J REMARKS
CHANGE

.i3 3S4 I~2 C-7 Q. 0, -1_
0" 5T4 tcc VC,( .74. i-A-

q9e' 343 tcl i ___a _74_ 3__

*.1

II_________ ii ____________ ________J___ __________ii____________ ____l____________________

_ _~ _~ _ _ __r



-123-

DATA SHEET RUN NO 3
DATE_______

U ___ RPM !ca4t J o7- Shaft rate 1-7. 33nom nam.
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate _______

Ithaco ampQ _40 db;Filter: Hi pass __XC_ Trans Anal

Lo pass (x 0 . db

Measuring Input atten -DO db Meas amp (4 of
Equipment: Output gai,1 +-L0 db Spect anal. y snectra 2l)

Temperature: (Start) water _ air Wc- Reynolds number:

(End) 22S y___I___

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN J
CHANGEq r7 tOe -7&, , . Z14 % 7-f

'"/ ... . . ..- 5 . ... C
a kir - _ _ - .

~~~i4~~~~ 5 7 caz.a . _ _

(S. 4 27~ 1 C4A-_L -,<~- _ ___ __ _

L 2 SO _ , _:_
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE 2)

U RPM 7 jnom C3O Shaft rate T -
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate !--

B

Ithaco ami' 4-4 db;Filter: Hi pass (____ Trans Anal

Lo pass I0X(C @ -- db

Measuring Input attez -* db Meas amp (- of
Equipment: Output gaiX+C db Spect anal. / spectraS__ >

Temperature: (Start) water S7 air 7 Reynolds nwmber:

(End) -.- __________
"

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J REMAR.KS
CHANGE

tg 4-¢ q-7 G- s L4 -<.' -a
IO ,4-S" i( q16 6 4£ __-_,__- _

' ~Sk 4 <- C1__

jt5 451 q-7 __4 4-? -4

. .. ..- _ _ _ - _ _ _ i_ _ i '- _ .. . ,
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-150-

SA T A S FEET RUN NO___

DATE 31

nom___ RPM .a~ z~ i~CSat rate W3-2
(Taps: 65 blue) Blade r ate ____5

Ithaco amni -- C db;Filter: -4 as __ Trans Anal

Lo oass & xfO d h

Measuring Input atte.I j db Yleas arc of
Equipment: butput gainil +tO db Soect anal. /' snectra~>

Temperature: (Start) water 'Z5air -~Reynolds number:

( E- n d ) fm 7 _ __3_ _ _

MAN STAT RPM T ,-,AAIN <T '7REMARXS
"'). .ICHANGE T

;o LI tWo_ _ _ _

IL 4;% -t -C, ; % .S
9cC 5j~4~2~ __-4-

4-. 7-3 c 4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ tC4i 4, __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

__t t_ I__ C_ 4i 3-
iIq 44i j*jtC4 &; - - _ ___ ___ _

-7__ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ e_ _ __ _ _ ______;_f__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

j ~ 44-c ___ ___S-__ A4) _ _ _

____ _ _ _____ _ _ _-7



-151-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE .(,T

U no _ RPM J 7 nom C.Co Shaft rate _____nomnm
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate I_3'__

Ithaco am), t4 db;Filter: Hi pass -(OCd Trans Anal

Lo pass 6-300i -_ d b

Measuring Input atte@_o db Meas amp (- of
Equipment: output gai.x +(C db Spect anal. X snectra5_

Temperature: (Start) water %7.7air 27. Reynolds number:

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN N J RZ-MARXS
CHANGE

i G 473 c'7 g A4 _ ____

J(h3 4-! 9 - 44- - _ __~

I c (12 9 L A _ _ ~ -

(3~ 49,3 - --24 '9c 4-4-

qL~ 4 -4- _ _ C1 17? 0C

(i2 4-S - 2 ~A& 5,_ CSL~

q 4-(. _-7 _ _ -

(c

61. 4II " .l .gc. (c j! 4 __ ______



-152-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE _
RPM aaC Jom 277 Shaft rate ______

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate I'2f

Ithaco am. . +46 db;Filter: Hi pass ______ Trans Anal

Lo pass _.____ db

Measuring Input atter o db Meas amp (i of
Equipment: Output gair (G db Spect anal. _ sectra 39

Temperature: (Start) water .0ir _ - Reynolds number:

(End) 41 -7_ T, x (c7-

MAN STAT RPM T Q GA.N 1 T  X TREMAIRX.S
-. - CHANGE

q~ 53 1 R 113. c 7,?f .- , , _ _- _

___o c .t -4 __,_ - .

l ...... ± ~_ __-

,I .42 .T_,,
ci A, cle n- lc_ 4S-

i _ _ _ _ _i- -. ..-.__ _ .. ... ....... _ _ _ _ __. 1

________ - - ______ ____________

_ _ cldq
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DATA SHEET RUN NO S-
DATE 3'

Umno m - RPM nom , Shaft rate

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate

Ithaco amxn') +40 db;Filter: Hi pass _____ Trans Anal

Lo pass (.3X0 0. -17 db

Measuring Input atte - O db Meas amp __- of
Equipment: output gai0 +t1O db Spect anal. soectra-!)

Temperature: (Scart) water 5 air - Revnolds number:

(End) X____ 7'o3 '

IMAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN T U,'MAR!<S
CHANGE

SSOD C 3: ) - _ _ _

a L A 3,L-- - -..-.... '

.... .. . I il ... -4
-4 ; A C__ - __



-154-

DATA SHEET RUN NC

DATE_____

U ___ RPM 9(om J shaft rate 17nom nom

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate _cc____

:thaco amE/j, db;Filter: Hi pass XIO Trans Anal

Lo pass db

Measuring Input atte -'a db Meas amc ( of
Equipment: Output gain4--(6 db Spect anal. _/ spectra,_)n-

Temperature: (Start) water 3air 2 9 Reynolds number:

(End) I . c

MAN STAT RPM T Q CHANGE T T GAINX_____:_E______RX_53

9 ~~ PI( 17 ' ( 92 67 E

(9L ID G L A 6 4-~ ____ *-.. to %- o .tim -! " - - ._-._ -.

qI& . 3 S( - ___ _, -4-
g -4 S IL 6, ___-I - _,-

q 14- .14- _ -_ _~

'114 A-- C14 -3 -14 S-

, -7

_ I _ _ __ __ _

• '' I



-155-

DATA SHZET RUN NO

DATE 3/
Uo ____ RPM -a._ n .79 Shaft rate 1

.o0 nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate _____

Ithaco am1 - db;FiJte6: ?i pass 0-____ Trans Anal

Lo pass .5x 6-4 db

Measuring Input atte_ -  db Meas amo of

Equipment: Output gainl -rh db Spect anal. x secr a

Temperature: (Start) water o a;r Reynolds namber:

(End) ___ -7__ __

MAN STAT RPM T CGAIN KT J - REMARKS
CHANGE

-- jcq tj '47___3- -

_- 9... -.-- I s A.

-51 3 - L C



-156-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE ______

U ______ RPM U100 J _,__ Shaft rate .nom nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ____

Ithaco am _ db;Filter: Hi oass Trans Anal

Lo pass 3IO 1 -T 4b

Measuring Input atteio--1 db Meas amp (4 of
Equipment: Output gain 3-t() db Spect anal. szectra

Temperature: (Start) water T6'4air 7(- Reynolds number:

(End) _13, (I____c

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN T J RE MRXS

CHANGE

94 525 i2 5 , _09 _-7C _t_ -I

,e;_ %56 . .. . . . . .

1(. 7_ (Cc __; PS41



-157-

DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE

U RPM__ _______ Shaft rate

(Taps: 65 blue) Blade rate I3.0

Ithaco ampQ 2 db;Filter: Hi pass _____ Trans Aral

Lo pass (-.1>I ____- _

Measuring Input atter-O db Meas amp (- of
Equipment: Output gaini 4-G db Spect anal. _ scectra-__-)

Temperature: (Start) water C),6air %.7 Reynolds number:

I -E'nd) ___ _ (__

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J REMARKS

- - - CHANGE T

~~ 2~9 1(Sz 4- no _ __ ___

4 _

bI

... ... . .. .,= ... . . , i I , 11 .. .



-158-

DATA SHEET RUN NO (-

0ATE________
RPM Shaft rateUno m  {(a RPM { ' ncm.

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ____

Ithaco amPQ_ -- db;Filter: Hi pass '5(IO1 Trans Anal

Lo pass (-3)" ( -\ b

Measuring Input atte. -__to db Meas amn of

Equipment: Output gain4 -- /O db Spect anal. X spectra__,

Temperature: (Start) water air 76-S Reynolds number:

(End) .77 _________,

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN x J ' RERKS
CHANGE

k- 1(w_ _ _ _-

___ ~ ~ S 6,J (4 1 ,_ __ _ --

ii

__.. . _I I 1 -I- [ I - ii I_
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DATA SHEET RUN NO U
DATE____

Uno m  1_o RPM I-t 0 Jnom C.0 .C-. Shaft rate 7,-

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate __/__

Ithaco amp , +Ao0 db;Filter: Hi Pass ____(Q Trans Ana!

Lo pass (-ICA - db

Measuring Input atteui - db Meas amv - (- of

Equipment: Output gain i-ri db Spect anal. . snectra

Temperature: (Start) water 9(. air 7 Reynolds number:

(End) _____

-AN STAT RPM T Q GAI J REMsKS
CHiANGE T______________________

if 4-2 i 2~v -7 2L 2_ ___

;___ __ _ -4- 'L

IS 1,5M -16 122 1cr (, -

IL9 C 5, 7-' , -1 -5 TS I__r3,S
3 t.7.. __._ ___ .. 1 4 4. -1V

h -( S r 3 T h _ _ I_ 1 2  y - *--

ALLA 11 44 _ _ ________
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DATA SHEET RUN NO -

DATE [
RPM Shaft rate 5( r7

om Rnom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ( -/o7

Ithaco am) +46 db;Filter: Hi pass _
0

_4 Trans Anal

Lo pass _.____ -I 7 db
Measuring Input atte0 -3 db Meas amp = of

Equipment: Output gainO -I db Spect anal. X snectra __a)

Temperature: (Start) water 9(J air 77,T Reynolds number:

(End) ____q _____x_1

MAN STAT RPM T CGAIN KT R R E MAS
CHANGE

t& % L~ % € t t .v~ 4Sc 47-

72S
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DATA SHEET RUN NO___

DATE .

Uno I RPM _ _ J _ ,__ - Shaft rate _ -_ -

(Tas: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ___.__-

Ithaco amo - -C_ db;Filter: Hi pass _x_0 Trans Anal

Lo pass 6 31x 6-_- b

Measuring Input atter. -0 db Meas amp

Equipment: Output gairn -(, db Spect anal. s szectra__

Temperature: (Start) water air q Reynolds nurmber:

(End) 94, C, % y10r

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT  J R.ARKS
CHANGE

-1 -,T L- - 7

-74,_,

qc Aqc v gc c 2L ____ __

1~2 'Th ~&~(CC~(24 ___ __

__________________ __________________ ________________ ________________ ____________________ ________________ ____________________ _______________________________________

t!

_,.-_•_.. . .. . . . . . _ ... .. .. .. __________ ,__....... ... .._________i
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DATA SHEET RUN NO ___

DATE____

U ______ RPM _ _ J _____ Shaft rate _-_nom nom.
(Taps: 5/5 blue) Blade rate _______

:thaco amVQ_ - db;Filter: Hi pass _____ Trans Anal

Lo pass -__ -
_, db

Measuring Input atter. _ db Meas amp -

Equipment: Output gair D db Spect anal. Y spec-ra__

Temoerature: (Start) water ,4air US3Reynclds number:

(E-:nd) -___q___y

MNSTAT RPM T Q GAIN xm J EM
CHANGE

_S- .... _ g,,4 _ 57_ _. '
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DATA SHEET RUN NC 1

DATE____

U ___ RPM I CC C ,C Shaft rate _____

nom nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate __-3_

Ithaco amp - db;Filter: Hi pass '-X 10 Trans Anal

Lo pass ."xlO4  '

Measuring Input attex --f db Meas amp- of
Equipment: O'tput gainD (( db Spect ana. X soectr3-j)

Temperature: (Start) water .air - Reynolds number:

(End) ._._7 Y 0 "

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X RE-M--VRXS
CHA.NGE

I !9 73l , -

;c t1c __ ____

___ HC -7 -C

I_ L_ _ _ cc-I
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE______

Um__ RPM I 7ncm___,_ Shaft rate [_,_nom nc

(Taps: 6/5 Dlue) Blade rate __ ._

Ithaco ami 4-C db;Filter: Hi pass _____ Trans Anal

Lo pass (,eldg4 C0 -17 db

Measuring Input attexo i nC db Meas amD
Equipment: O ltput gainC -t-(C db Spect anal. X spectra___

Temperature: kScart) water i) air 9 Reynolds number:

(End) x__ - __ ___________

MAN STAT RPM Q GAIN x J REMA RKS
CHANGE T

___~ )o ~r7 qb ! . __ A

? '- f .- i r 7 4 1 _ _. 9 .t -_ _ _ _ .
Is 4tz t-q9 n t !,-
g~~ 4v 1 n-s 9~ ___:i t_ ______

Sl(t Th'ie ,, -4"- --

__&____________. . ....________________ ________________________________ I
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DATA SHEET RUN NO 1_7

DATE

U om RPM $ Jnom .Shaft rate_

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate i'__-_ -

Ithaco ampT 4- db;Filter: Hi pass !-(dj4 Trans Anal

Lo pass ( - X (0- db

Measuring Input atter@- db Meas amp _ (4 of

Equipment: Output gaixt(0 db Spect anal. X spectra_

Temperature: (Start) water 7air _§ Reynolds number:

(End) - h77~~o

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT J REMARKS
CHANGE

S41 1-5 2%2 1, -__ __ _

SIC, _ , _____
____________-7 4'V

_______________~ _______________56___ _______
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DATA SHEET RUN NO __

DATE 3 _

U RPM ICc JS6 _1_,_- Shaft rate _ _

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate e

Ithaco am - db;Filter: Hi pass YIO4  Trans Anal

Lo pass G jI-1 04  t db

Measuring Input atte _GL- db Meas amp __- of
Equipment: Output gain --(C db Spect anal. _ spectra_-_

Temperature: (Start) water 43 air 7- Reynolds number:

(End) C7 _ ______

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X J REARKS
CHANGE

94. 0 LCb %5 146, 1-7 -i
3& 59 1 eL1. %1 __ ___ _._,_

-{ ~~.~. ~ I __ _ ______

, ... n n n 1 l i nI I II II_1 II illl . . .. . . '
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DATA SHEET RUN NODATE /6
U Jnom . RPM q1 - t -4no m  , Shaft rate(___ _7

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade ratelc 17( (7

Ithaco amdT1 4 S db;Filter: Hi pass _-___ Trans Anal

Lo pass A.iU4  . --C db

Measuring Input atter -- ) db Meas amp __ ( of
Equipment: Output gaix0 1-16 db Spect anal. _ spectra-_)

Temperature: (Start) water 9'Ti air '79. Reynolds number:

(End) 1 2 _ ,__ Y 10_ _

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT  J REMARRS
CHANGE

->J4 Z. taz -~~ -( t-.- ---

I- - I IJI I I - I .. ... . -( 0.

~(1 4-4- U4J' tC(41 - __ _ ____

__ ~43 i-U1i I_ __ _ ___ _
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE

U nom 1 /- RPM L-i2nom A Shaft rte

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade ra _e_(_,____.T7

Ithaco am - db;Filter: Hi pass SYlC4 Trans Anal

Lo pass .(o-Ye10 2, _ db

Measuring Input atter. _ db Meas amp - ( of
Equipment: Output gaiz0 1-(o db Spect anal. X spectra)__

Temperature: (Start) water L3,lair 7 ,_ Reynolds number:

(End) 9'35 - 7 - ____.________

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN X T REMARKS-
CHANGE T

- -.-.-...-.- , .. .... . .. " .. . .... . . . . - - , ... . . i I I I I II

Cr-7 _ _29212 41 1;__ T__ --k_

___7_____ -_____-_____ _________________ _________S___3___

________________________________________________(___7___7_
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DATA SHEET RUN NO __

DATE

U nm RPM J Shaft rate V7.3nom- nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate ___

Ithaco ampa) +\b db;Filter: Hi pass __-I_
4

_ Trans Anal

Lo pass .syto db

Measuring Input atter ____ db Meas amp (4 of
Equipment: Output gai0 r-fC db Spect anal. >1 spectra__)

Temperature: (Start) water q 3 ,air Reynolds number:

(End) ' , -7 5 .T

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN J REMARKS

CHANGE

2- 4:179 104.9 ,_ 6_,

I2

)5 A4A9_I

_ W4-) _ 9

_____________ ___________ ___________ ____________________i
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE 3/

U, RPM _t_ J_ m 0,G4- Shaft rate ;O9nom.  nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate __4

Ithaco ama 4 0 db;Filter: Hi pass Trans Anal

Lo pass I0O -  (-D db

Measuring Input attero ---5 db Meas amp __ (4 of
Equipment: Output gair 04 db Spect anail. Y spectral,_)

Temperature: (Start) water I_. -air f Reynolds number:

(End) ___ _ _ _

MAN STT RM Q GAIN K J ~ AX
CHANGE

q94- Zio lb - - __ -73 '-1~

,4 4 1 1 1.-1 -;-
1140O

It2 L _ _ __ _ _

_______________ ______________
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DATA SHEET RUN NO A

DATE_____
U :)O RPM 1 J 0, Shaft rate _no..' nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate (7 _

Ithaco ampT) -4O db;Filter: Hi pass kvIO' Trans Anal

Lo pass (OiO - db

Measuring Input atter® -O db Meas amp __ (4 of

Equipment: Output gaiz0 +1 db Spect anal. K spectra%;

Temperature: (Start) water _- air J-7 Reynolds number:

(End) q ___________

ZMAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN KT  J RE,*URXS- bk CHANGE

II

_ 33',

* .. _-, 9.II 56 i
.Ao -±-3- ____- 3-__S

1-S6 a Y-3 __ ___ 0 f 3S.7$

ILO2~±C _
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DATA SHEET RUN NO _

DATE .
U nom- _ RPM _ _ J _- Shaft rate _____
Unom. RM q( Jncm

(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate _7 _

Ithaco amp_ 4 -C db;Filter: Hi pass Iy_04 Trans Anal

Lo pass C__ '2 0 db

Measuring Input atte ._a db Meas amp (i Of
Equipment: Oitput gai.04 db Spect anal. -sectra-

Temperature: (Start) water 94- air -
_ Reynolds number:

(End) 77 xi c

,MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN K J ? EMARXS
CHAN4GE

I7q, JS tS3o Sc6~ 1911_L-

A"
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DATA SHEET RUN NO

DATE

R _ RPM _Tc _ J !.;_ Shaft rate 'r
nom nom
(Taps: 6/5 blue) Blade rate _ _

ithaco amdjj: .+A4 0 db;Filter: Hi pass _____ Trans Anal

Lo pass ______ _ _db

Measuring Input atte - db Meas amp-
Equipment: Output gain0 +aC db Spect anal. X spectral1.4 )

Temperature: (Start) water S air 7- Reynolds number:

(End) S4 "__IT

-&+ -u -&.A -r1,n

MAN STAT RPM T Q GAIN XT  REMARS
CHANGE

!R ~O I (a - -SC . -

q (4 S73 LA 3-3,.

e4 14_
4" - -1 'C 1- - -4,

- - - -4 ') -7

4
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